
 
 

 

5D 4N Jiangnan Private Tour  
 

 

DAY 01    SINGAPORE  SHANGHAI      
SQ 838  Singapore / Shanghai   1705 / 2220 

Assemble at Singapore Changi International Airport for your flight to Shanghai. 
 

Upon arrival, you will be met and transferred to your hotel for a good night’s rest. 

 

Overnight : Local 5* Xing Yu Hotel or Similar 

 
DAY 02    SHANGHAI - HANGZHOU     (Breakfast / Lunch / Dinner) 

Welcome to Shanghai - a vigorous and energetic international metropolis.  
 

Start the day with stops at Nanjing Road and Yuyuan. 
 

Nanjing Road is considered the 'No. 1 commercial street in China', which is a landmark for this city for a long 

time. Along its stretch of 5.5km, you will find over 600 shops. You will be able to find local souvenirs to luxurious 

world famous brands. 
 

Yuyuan Garden is the largest of Shanghai's ancient gardens with Ming and Qing architectural styles. The 

garden has 6 areas, each with its own style. The Grand Rockery, in the Centre of the Garden, is the most 

renowned sight. Near the garden, there is the Old City God Temple, where tourists roam for its wide variety of 

local snacks along with souvenir shops. 
 

Continue to Ancient City after lunch before driving to Hangzhou (approximately 3 hours). 
 

Overnight  :  Local 5* Hua Yue Hotel or Similar 

 
DAY 03    HANGZHOU - TONGLI     (Breakfast / Lunch / Dinner) 

Rise early as you embark on a cruise on the picturesque West Lake taking in the scenic beauty of the Gushan 

Hill, the Suti Bridge, the Baiti Bridge and the 3 man-made islands within the lake. Take a stroll at the 

Huagangguanyu Park. You will find the golden red carp and the Peony Pavilion within the Peony Garden. No 

visitor to the lake and Hangzhou can fail to learn something of this city's most famous products, namely Longjing 

(Dragon Well) Tea. Visit the Meijiawu Tea Plantation, the place of original for the No 1 Tea of China - The 

Longjing Tea. A final visit to Wansong Colleage before you hit off to Tongli (approximately 2 hours). 
 

Overnight  :  Local 5* Tong Li Lake View Hotel or Similar 

 
DAY 04    TONGLI - SUZHOU     (Breakfast / Lunch / Dinner) 

Originally named Fushi, Tongli is an age-old but very well preserved water township with a history of more than 

1,000 years. Located on the eastern shore of Taihu Lake, just 18 km (11 miles) from Suzhou City, the town is 63 

square km (24 square miles) in area and has a population of over 33,000. True to its reputation, Tongli is a really 

wonderful travel destination where you can spend a marvellous holiday or experience traditional Chinese 

culture. A stop is arranged at Jingsi Garden before moving on to Suzhou. 
 

Whenever Suzhou is mentioned, the first thought in every Chinese mind is of its gardens. It is said that the 

gardens to the south of Yangtze River are the best in the world, and Suzhou gardens are the best among them. 
 

First stop in Suzhou is Tiger Hill, a popular tourist destination known for its natural beauty as well as historical sites. 

The hill is so named as it resembles a crouching tiger. Try the local snacks and delicacies at Pingjianlu Historical 

Street. 
 

Overnight  : Local 5* Joy Holiday Hotels or Similar 

 

DAY 05    SUZHOU / SHANGHAI  SINGAPORE    (Breakfast / Lunch) 

Visit a silk factory before returning to Shanghai for your lunch. Thereafter, set off for the airport. 

 

http://www.travelchinaguide.com/attraction/shanghai/old-city-god-temple.htm
http://www.travelchinaguide.com/attraction/jiangsu/wuxi/taihu_lake.htm

